HEAVY DUTY
VENDING
HAND TRUCK

Wheel lock feature standard: Front wheels have wheel locks to allow truck to be placed in
upright position without the danger of the truck rolling away from
operator. Wheel lock is activated by a conveniently located lever at top of truck.
In transport position load rests on (2) 10” x 2 1/2” polyurethane tread polypropylene hub
wheels and (2) 5” poly hub moldon rubber front wheels.

Features

Rear main wheel design allows truck to be tilted back to clear doorways. Especially
useful with tall vending machines or other tall cargo.
Available in 72” height.
2 webbed cargo belts with eccentric tighteners for maximum load security.
Constructed of heavy duty 1” diameter steel tubing.
Noseplate - 5” D x 24” W x 0.25” thick.
Tilt back at 49 º angle.

Specifications
Part Number

SNAPV-230074

Thickness Noseplate

0.25"

Capacity

1800 lb

Tilt Back

49 º

Ratchet

Auto Rewind

Steel Tube

1"

Wheel Type: Front

Moldon Polyurethane on
Polypropylene Hub Wheel

Overall Width

27"

Belt

2-piece with clasp

Overall Height

72"

Width Noseplate

24"

Overall Depth

17"

Depth Noseplate

5"

Weight

126 lb
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The BIG Advantage of Industrial Vending
There are hundreds of benefits from industrial vending that will lower inventory costs,
improve productivity, and improve your company. Here are just a few key benefits:
Reduce unproductive walk time.
 liminate stockouts – SnapVend’s machine health info provides stock data with
E
minimum/critical product alerts that trigger replenishment.
Always-available work tools, 24/7, with tracked employee transactions.
100% inventory visibility: Reduce stock-outs and obsolete inventory.
Turn your inventory data into actionable information.
Improve job costing, inventory forecasting, and demand planning.
Access control by item, department, employee, job, machine, etc. for complete inventory control.
Reclaim floor space.
Manage gauge calibration.

SnapVend’s Real-Time Inventory Management System
SnapVend helps you standardize your business and supply-chain processes. With SnapVend, you can:
Track product consumption, hoarding, and theft.
Control employee and department spending.
Automate inventory management with and effectively replicate best practices across the entire company.
 llows you to more competitively bid customer jobs, understand your real-world workflow, and forecast
A
inventory levels based on actual demand.
 napVend’s lockers and asset control systems can be customized to fit your needs. Lockers can either
S
be connected in a series or used as standalone units.

With SnapVend’s Inventory Control System, you always know which
item was procured, when, what job it was used on and how many were
taken. You know where your entire inventory is at any given moment.
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